The Enhanced Sidplayer
The original Sidplayer music system was published in Comput(31's All About the
Commodore 64: Volume Twoin 1984. Since then, Sidplayer has become the most
popular music system for the Commodo re 64 and 1 28 computers. In fact, half of
Quantum Link's file space is taken up by Sidplayer files. Sidplayer has been so
widely accepted lhat Sidplayersongs are now generically referred to as "SlD songs".
In response to the success of Sidplayer, a new enhanced version has been written
and published in its own book, with an accompanyilng disk.

The book contains:

. 274 Pages
Covering everything from how to read sheet music to advanced SID applications

. Clear and Comprehensive

Explanations
With many examples and a description of a sample editinl; session to help you
get started quickly

The disk includes:

. All the Programs

Needed
With versions for Commodore 128 on one side. Commodore 64164C on the other

.
fhe

Sample Songs
Ready for you to examine or modify
Enhanced Sidplayer Editor offers:

.

Simple, Fast Note Entry
By joystick or keyboard

.

Easy Editing
Like using a musical word processor

.

Fast Operation
The entire editor is written in machine language

.

Powerful Functions
From merging music with your own BASIC programs to putting music, words, and
pictures together

. Countless Features
Let you take the SID chip to its limits

Sidplayer is popular because it lets both novice users and more experienced
musicians easily create songs of high quality. Over 6000 songs have been created for
Sidplayer, which is a great testament to its ease-of-use. A freelly-distributable song
player program tor Enhanced Sidplayer is also available, so you can share your
Enhanced Sidplayer songs with other Commodore users.

To create your own Sidplayer songs, you need to get...
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